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Problem statement 

● Its objective is to design optimal metro line plans that meet 
passenger travel demand while minimizing costs and avoiding 
overcrowding.

● This problem is important as it impacts both metro operators and 
passengers by affecting the frequency, speed, and reliability of 
metro services.
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Line planning for metro systems involves determining the frequency 
and timing of  transport service adapted to dynamic passenger 
demand, while optimizing for factors such as Avg waiting time of 
passengers, system capacity, and operational cost



Problem statement 

Figure:The layout of urban single-line linear network
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Input

Data on daily basis about usage of metro at different times of  the day 
either on a monthly or weekly basis.

● The passenger demand for journeys is given in the form 
of  Origin-Destination (OD) matrix.

● OD matrix is a table that shows the number of trips between each 
pair of origin and destination zones in a study area

● It is a critical input to line planning tools
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Example of Origin-Destination Matrix

Figure:Example of OD-matrix for DMRC(Yellow-line)



Analysis
Three dimensions of urban transportation demand :

● Spatial dimension  
● Temporal dimension  
● Direction of traffic

Figure:Spatial variation in demand 



Temporal dimension
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● Hourly  
● Weekly  
● Monthly

Figure:Hourly demand curve 



Figure:Monthly ridership trend 
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Some observations made from the above figures are:
● During morning peak hour passenger traffic is highly concentrated  towards City Business 

Centers and Educational institutions. Whereas  during evening direction of travel is just 
opposite.

● Greater number of trains are planned in peak direction and generally  the peak direction is 
opposite for morning and evening peak.
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Figure:Hourly and directional demand curve



Tool Overview
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● The line planning tool is designed using the SimPy framework and 
uses discrete event simulation to model metro operations.

● Passengers, station and rakes are classes
● Key features and functionalities of the tool include input data 

preprocessing, line plan optimization, and performance evaluation.
● test different line configurations and strategies to optimize the 

metro system's efficiency and capacity
● Line planning tool will focus on investigating overcrowding sections 

and determining specific short turning zones and coordinated 
schedules.



Performance metrics

Figure:Operational time span of a metro stop 

The variable Hi is the time span between two consecutive train departures,  
i.e., the departure of train i and i - 1, expressed as follows:

t
i−1 
⩽ t

i
Hi  = ti − ti−1,

the waiting time for a passenger is
w = ti − x,  ti > x

The Average value of the passenger waiting time:  



Conclusions

● Short turning pattern is an effective method for relieving  
overcrowding without wasting resources

● Line planning tool will focus on investigating overcrowding 
sections and determining specific short turning zones and 
coordinated schedules.

● The tool can use the OD matrix to identify high-demand corridors 
● The line planning tool analyzes the OD matrix using various graphs 

and visualizations to create line plans.
● The tool can use these graphs to optimize line plans by adjusting 

train frequencies



Future work
● Integrated approach:- Maximizing operator’s profit and maintaining  

high level of passenger satisfaction
● Location based model can be build to minimize the access times to  

new line
● Once a basic timetable has been prepared based on planned 

services  and frequencies and respecting train operation 
constraints, dynamic  timetabling could be:
○ modification in the medium run based on updated demand information
○ planning for special events that are known in advance (e.g. planned  

disruptions, or additional traffic at certain known timings, ahead of  time)
● Before testing the actual model, the proposed algorithm can be useful  

for a quick feasibility check.


